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Introduction 
This document includes case studies from our members on 
what they are doing to promote freedom of speech and 
academic freedom, and to prepare for their new duties as a 
result of the Higher Education (Freedom of Speech) Act.  
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King’s College London: 
event risk assessment 

What happened? 

In May 2023, King’s College London received a speaker event booking request from 
the KCL Hindu Society, a student society affiliated to King’s College London Students’ 
Union (KCLSU).  

The event was titled ‘An Interactive Event on Hinduphobia and promoting religious 
equality in Academia’ and the invited speaker was Rajiv Malhotra, a prominent 
Indian-born American author and cultural commentator. Mr Malhotra’s writing and 
public speaking is contentious for some given their association of his views with the 
Hindutva ideology and his criticisms of the approaches of Western academia to 
research and teaching of India’s history and Hindu theology. The emergence of the 
Hindutva ideology to greater public consciousness in the UK has been cited by some 
commentators as a contributary factor in recent Muslim/Hindu community tensions.  

How did King’s College London respond? 

In advance of the event, concerns about the appropriateness of the event relating to 
a perceived fear of religious discrimination and hatred were raised within the student 
community.  

Given the background circumstances, King’s followed institutional processes for 
assessing proposed external speaker events categorised as potentially posing a higher 
risk. 

King’s considered the likely lawfulness of the speaker’s content and the event’s 
security needs and concluded that the event could take place with proportionate 
mitigations attached. These included: 

�x �š�Z�����µ�•�����}�(���]�v���]�À�]���µ���o���Ÿ���l���Ÿ�v�P���Á�]�š�Z�����©���v���������/�������Z�����l�•�V�� 
�x the presence of a university Duty Dean nearby the event venue to coordinate 

with security and the event organisers in the event of security or lawfulness 
���}�v�����Œ�v�•�V 

�x �����•���v�]�}�Œ���u���u�����Œ���}�(���•�š���+�����š���<���>�^�h ���©���v���]�v�P�V 
�x a security plan with pre-���Œ�]���.�v�P���(�}�Œ���š�Z�������À���v�š���}�Œ�P���v�]�•���Œ���}�(���š�Z���]�Œ��

�Œ���•�‰�}�v�•�]���]�o�]�Ÿ���•�V 
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�x the event chair being a Society member who had completed the training for 
chairing high-risk events. 

What was the outcome? 

The event went ahead in June 2023 as planned with a high attendance and no 
disruption either before or during the event. The university received feedback from 
one of the event organisers that they were pleased the event could take place at 
King’s and were impressed with the thoroughness and fairness of the university’s 



https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2023/mar/provosts-update-how-do-we-manage-disagreement-and-diverse-views-our-sagreement-and-diverse-views-our-sagreement-and-dwace 27 0 RK 5/P 197243e5tc3-c3o2ernaement98/2023/m75ag2 19/2023/m197243e5tc3-c3o2ernaement98/gumn>><</K 16/Lang(EN-GB)/P 308 0 R/Pg 355 0 Rwww.ucla6 0ovosts-update-how-do-we-manage-disagreement-and-diverse-viewab/I/Riamenta]-c3o2ernae3 262.948 359.482]/StructParent 22/Subtype/Link/Type/Annot>><<4(http3nd-dinot364 8 5XctPa(a4Rwww.ucla6 0ovosts-updatehttps1[376 257XYZ ang7400 R/364/GoTomenta]-c352ernae3 262.948 359.482]/StructParent 22/Subtype/Link/Type/Ann-dinotS/URI/UR519>><<364 8 5XctPa(a48www.ucla6 0ovosts-updatehttps1[376 257XYZ ang7400 R/364/GoTomenta]-c372ernae3 262.948 359.482]/StructParent 22/Subtype/Link/Type/An519>><<4(http3n548inot364 8 5XctPa(a47www.ucla6 0ovosts-updatehttps1[336 257XYZ ang7400 R/364/GoTomenta]-c392ernae3 262.948 359.482]/StructParent 22/Subtype/Link/Type/An548inot4(http3n576>><<364 8 5XctPa(a46www.ucla6 0ovosts-updatehttps1[186 257XYZ ang7400 R/364/GoTomenta]-c4 343.368 262.948 359.482]/StructParent 22/Subtype/Link/Type/An576>><<4(http3n605inot364 8 5XctPa(a45www.ucla6 0ovosts-updatehttps1[166 257XYZ ang7400 R/364/GoTomenta]-c4o2ernae3 262.948 359.482]/StructParent 22/Subtype/Link/Type/An605inot4(http3n633>><<364 8 5XctPa(a44www.ucla6 0ovosts-updatehttps1[106 257XYZ ang7400 R/364/GoTome
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2023/mar/ucl-president-provost-speaks-parliamentarians-freedom-speech-and-need-disagree-well
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What are the intended outputs of the campaign? 

The campaign’s internal launch event showed there is strong interest from the 
university community in the topic, with almost 500 attendees in-person and online.  

The university is hosting an external event series and podcast series in 2023-2024 and 
releasing a digital toolkit, aimed at the public as well as the university community, 
which covers different topics from disagreeing well across generations, to politics, to 
online behaviour. The university has been promoting the campaign over the summer 
through internal events, articles, an upcoming op-ed and continued parliamentary 
engagement, such as ‘Disagreeing Well’ events at the 2023 party conferences.  

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2023/jul/disagreeing-well-essential-skill-everyone
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University of Birmingham: 
student training 
The University of Birmingham is a large and highly diverse university, with over 
38,000 students from more than 150 countries with many different backgrounds and 
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The statement also includes the assertion that the university is not a public square. 
This means that the university is a stronghold of free speech, but it is not open to all 
comers, stressing that the university is not obliged to provide a platform to those 
with no relevant expertise or who promote views at odds with objective facts. 

The university’s policies continue to be designed to ensure that debates about 
controversial ideas are peaceful and civil and take place within the law, and that 
participants in these debates are not made to feel intimidated or censored. 

It is expected that the statement will be a living document which will be reviewed 
periodically and as it is stress-tested in operation. The first review started in summer 
2023, in response to the passing of the new legislation. It is not intended to cover 
every case which will arise, but it is hoped that it provides a strong starting point for 
addressing many free speech issues including the more challenging situations which 
may occur. 
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What is the intended outcome of this approach? 

gin1
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University of Surrey: 
governance arrangements and 
review of policies and processes 

What is the University of Surrey's approach? 

The University of Surrey has taken steps to ensure that the university is well 
positioned ahead of the Act’s implementation. The university regards being compliant 
with the new law as being of paramount importance, but beyond this wants to 
ensure that freedom of speech and academic freedom is embedded in the 
institutional culture.  

Questions about academic freedom were raised during a consultation exercise on the 
university’s new appraisal process for academic staff. In asking staff to meet 
performance criteria to improve the opportunities for underrepresented student 
groups to access, succeed and progress, it was questioned whether this was putting 
academic freedom at risk. 

In line with the university’s governance arrangements, the university’s Senate 
determined that the changes in performance criteria could reasonably be reconciled 
with commitments in the university’s access and participation plan and other valued-
led activities that academic staff may be asked to undertake. 

What is the intended outcome of this approach? 

The lessons learnt from this discussion were: 

1. By listening carefully to concerns being expressed and being willing to make 
�u�}���]�.�����Ÿ�}�v�•���š�}�����v�•ure academic freedom and freedom of speech were not 
put at risk, the university managed to facilitate ‘disagreeing well’, which is a 
vital ingredient to building an open and tolerant intellectual culture. 
 

2. The discussion demonstn2 (n)1 ( d)2 (f
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